#AAG717 - Clover Leaf

**MATERIAL:**

**FINISH:**

**THICKNESS:**

**CUSTOMER:**

**PROJECT:**

**NOTES:**

**ARCHITECT:**

**ENGINEER:**

**CONTACT:**

**PHONE:**

**CONTRACTOR:**

### Advanced Architectural Grilleworks

149 Denton Avenue, New Hyde Park, NY 11040 Voice: 516-488-0628

Email: sales@aagrilles.com

www.aagrilles.com
AAG717 CLOVER LEAF
1/4 x 1 INCH PATTERN SIZE - FULL SCALE

OPEN AREA = 43%
AAG717 CLOVER LEAF
1/4 x 1/2 INCH PATTERN SIZE - FULL SCALE
OPEN AREA = 42%
AAG717 CLOVER LEAF
3/16 x 1/2 INCH PATTERN SIZE - FULL SCALE

OPEN AREA = 36%
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